A premium blend of crushed quartz, white cement, and mineral-based pigments, QuartzScapes formulated surface systems merge beauty and strength for a stunning pool finish. Natural quartz is one of the world’s strongest minerals. QuartzScapes interior pool finishes are a rich blend of brilliance, texture, and strength.
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To locate an NPT Design Center near you call 1.888.476.POOL
Water Color

Is in the Eye of the Beholder

First, decide whether you would like the water in your pool to appear blue or green.
For water that looks primarily blue, select a finish with white, blue, or gray pigment. For water that appears green, look for green, tan, brown or black pigment.

The darker your finish, the darker your pool water will be.
The deeper the water, the darker it will appear. Water will seem lighter in shallower areas like steps, ledges, benches, and beach entries where the finish itself is more visible.

Since your pool water will mirror its surroundings, many other factors will impact water color:
- The design, shape, and depth of your pool
- The time of day and position of the sun
- Whether the sky is sunny, stormy, or overcast
- Your region of the country
- The chemistry of your water
- Trees, bushes, and other foliage around your pool
- Colors in your home's exterior

nptpool.com
Pool Elements

Featured on this page:

- Geometric pool with a raised bond beam and detached spa
- QuartzScapes Midnight Blue pool finish
- Iberia La Mancha pool tile
- Fountain head water features
- Ivory Travertine decking
- Precast concrete coping
QuartzScapes combines artistry with durability and comfort to create a perfect finish for new pools and spas or for refinishing existing ones.

QuartzScapes
Formulated Surface Systems

Regular Series

Ivory
Sky Blue
Tropical Blue
Super Blue
Blue
Mariner Blue
Cappuccino
Bonsai
Tahoe Blue
French Gray
Midnight Blue
Anvil

Due to a variety of influences, your actual pool finish & water color may differ from the images shown in this brochure. Images & color samples are featured for inspiration & to show a range of design ideas for your NPT pool finish.

Always check a sample of the actual product prior to purchase or installation. Some finishes may include seashells which cannot be guaranteed against degradation or loss of color. www.nptpool.com.
Bring the beauty of the deep blue sea to your own backyard with QuartzScapes Caribbean Series finishes. These six intense, vivid hues will give you the island view you’ve always dreamed of.

QuartzScapes
Barbados Blue

QuartzScapes
Barbados Blue

We recommend AZTECA Modifier for all NPT® plaster & component Pool Finishes.
Due to a variety of influences, your actual pool finish & water color may differ from the images shown in this brochure. Images & color samples are featured for inspiration & to show a range of design ideas for your NPT pool finish.

Always check a sample of the actual product prior to purchase or installation. Some finishes may include seashells which cannot be guaranteed against degradation or loss of color. www.nptpool.com.

Add a sprinkle of sparkle to any pool finish with **QuartzScapes Reflections.** Whether you choose to enhance with a subtle shimmer or to go a bit bolder, this proprietary blend of specialty aggregates will bring your pool to life with a radiant glow when blended into your pool finish.
Pool Elements

Featured on this page:

- Free form pool with grotto and waterfall
  - QuartzScapes Caribbean Series Barbados
    Blue pool finish with abalone shell accents
  - Aztec Cobalt pool tile
  - Stamped and stained concrete
  - Beach entry
  - Spa fountain
  - Landscape and underwater LED lighting
Your dealer/builder/contractor is an independent business person and not an agent of National Pool Tile, SCP Distributors LLC, Superior Pool Products LLC or any of their parents, subsidiaries, or affiliates (collectively referred to as “NPT/SCP/SPP”). NPT/SCP/SPP does not accept any responsibility for any representations, statements or contracts made by any Dealer/Builder/Contractor. The products featured in this brochure are produced by several manufacturers who stand behind their products as stated in their respective warranties. NPT/SCP/SPP does not make any additional warranties. Color samples shown are representations of the actual product and are for identification purposes only. Because colors may vary, there is no guarantee that the actual color will be an exact match to the image shown. Always check products for proper color and size prior to installation. Use constitutes acceptance. Warranty claims cannot be considered once products are used or installed. Manufacturers reserve the right to change product selections and/or make product modifications. All products may not be available in all areas.